
After the death of Jesus the
disciples

Spread Christianity through
out the Roman Empire

After the Pax Romans Time period the
Roman gained more power by using the

Military to conquer more
areas

The center of life in Ancient
Rome was at the

Forum

The Center of life in the
Roman Empire was

The Forum

The Gospels in the New Testament in
the Bible state that Jesus was a direct

decendant of

King David

The Greek Mythology became a
part of the Roman Culture when

They adopted the Greek gods and
renamed them with Roman name Except

Apollo

The Greek Roman culture
was spread mainly because

All free persons in the Roman Empire
were offered Roman Citizenship

In 218 BC Rome was attached
by

General Hannibal

Jesus was a member of the Jewish People

The main difference between the US
government and the Roman Republic

was

The women of the US can vote but the
women of the Roman Republic could not

vote, own land, or conduct business



The main reason that
Romans built roads was

To be able to send soldiers and legions
of armies to far parts of the Roman

Empire more quickly

The major topic of the
teachings of Jesus

Forgiveness

Marc Antony and Octavian (Caesar
Augustus) became enemies instead of
Co Rulers of the Roman Empire when

Marc Antony left Rome and his Roman Wife
(Octavian's Sister) and married Cleopatra to

become the co-ruler of Egypt

The name of the empire that covers the area of
England, France (Gaul), Spain, Italy, northern
Africa, Egypt, Turkey, and Greece was

The Roman Empire

Octavian (Caesar Augustus) became the
sole ruler of the Roman Empire when

Marc Antony and Cleopatra
Died

The Pax Romana ended end 180 AD and Emperor
Diocletian divided the Roman Empire into the Eastern
Empire and the Western Empire. The time between
these two events is

More than 100 years

The People of Rome were descendants
of a Greek Hero from the Trojan War

named

Aeneas

The result of the conquest of
Carthage Africa was

Rome gained control of more land
along the Western Mediterranean Sea

The Roman Attitude towards
other cultures was that of

tolerance or open mindedness and allowed
other people of different cultures to follow
their traditions and ways of worship

The Romans and the United States had
the system of Checks and Balances in

the government in order

To limit the power of each
branch of the government



The Romans built large public entertainment
centers that would have gladiator fights, naval
battles dramas, and other activities; called

amphitheater or stadiums

Romans improved bridge
designs by the use of

Arched Supports to strengthen
the support of the bridge

The Romans were great builders
of lasting structures using

Arches and Concrete

Roman trade occurred on the
more on the sea because

It was safer, faster, and
cheaper than over land

Rome Started out as a Kingdom, then became a
Republic as it grew, as Rome continued to get larger
with more territory to rule it eventually became an

Empire ruled by men such as Octavian
(Caesar Augustus), Diocletian,&

Constantine

The shape of Italy that was the
center of the Roman Empire was

A boot shaped Peninsula

The Women of Rome were
expected to

Stay home, have children and raise
the children in Roman culture


